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Abstract
We explicitly construct the irreducible relative invariant of the prehomogeneous vector
space (SL5 × GL4,2(C5)⊗ C4). This prehomogeneous vector space has been known as
the “most difficult” case in irreducible regular prehomogeneous vector spaces.
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1. Introduction
The prehomogeneous vector space (SL5×GL4,2 ⊗ 1,2(C5)⊗ C4) is known
as the classification number (11) in [3, Theorem 54(I)]. It has been known that the
irreducible relative invariant of this prehomogeneous vector space should be a ho-
mogeneous polynomial in degree 40 and it would be computed from the determinant
of certain 40 × 40 matrix (see [3, Section 4, Proposition 16]). However, even with a
computer, it is too hard to compute such determinant, and even if we could computed
by this method, we would not be able to understand the result easily.
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We try to construct the relative invariant by the another method which is treated
in [4, Section 3]. The idea of the method is to construct an equivariant surjection
from (SL5 × GL4,2 ⊗ 1,2(C5)⊗ C4) to (GL4, 21, S2(C4)). After that, the
irreducible relative invariant of the former prehomogeneous vector space is obtained
as the composition of the surjection and the relative invariant of the latter. The merit
in this construction is that we can reach the explicit form of the relative invariant very
easily and we may make use for the research on the former prehomogeneous vec-
tor space (SL5 × GL4,2 ⊗ 1,2(C5)⊗ C4) by studying the latter (GL4, 21,
S2(C4)).
Yukie also got the another construction of the relative invariant by using the theory
of tensor algebras in [5, Section 16]. He made many equivariant maps and com-
bined them to construct it. We construct it simply by using only one equivariant
map. Moreover, Gyoja mentioned a construction of the polynomial implicitly in [2]
by using Kashiwara’s representation theoretic construction and the properties of pre-
homogeneous vector spaces of Dynkin–Kostant type. His construction is not so el-
ementary. But our method depends on only elementary group theory (just Bruhat
decomposition of GL4).
2. Notations
Let diag(α1, α2, α3, α4) and Eε be the following:
diag(α1, α2, α3, α4) :=


α1 0 0 0
0 α2 0 0
0 0 α3 0
0 0 0 α4

 , Eε :=


1 ε 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 .
Let S4 be the 4th symmetric group. In S4, a transposition between i and j is
denoted by (i j). One sees each permutation σ ∈ S4 is considered as the 4 × 4
matrix such that its (i, j)-element is 1 or 0 with respect to i = σ(j) or not. So we
may apply for regarding one as the other.
The set of all n× n complex matrices is denoted by Mn. Let Altn be the set of
all skew-symmetric matrices in Mn (i.e. Altn = {X ∈ Mn | tX = −X}) and Alt⊕4n
the direct sum of four Altns. One sees that the C-vector space 2(C5)⊗ C4 is iso-
morphic to Alt⊕45 . Then we think on Alt
⊕4
5 instead of on 
2(C5)⊗ C4. The triplet
(SL5 × GL4, ρ = 2 ⊗ 1,Alt⊕45 ) denotes the prehomogeneous vector space that
the action ρ is
ρ(A,B) : (X1, X2, X3, X4) −→ (AX1tA,AX2tA,AX3tA,AX4tA)tB
for (X1, X2, X3, X4) ∈ Alt⊕45 and (A,B) ∈ SL5 × GL4. Our purpose is to construct
the irreducible relative invariant of this prehomogeneous vector space explicitly.
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3. Polynomials on Alt⊕45
To construct the equivariant surjection mentioned in Section 1, we shall first de-
fine some polynomials on Alt⊕45 which are invariants with respect to the action of
SL5. The same type polynomials on Alt⊕35 are used in [4] and originally in [1].
In the beginning, we define certain SL5-equivariant map β : Alt5 × Alt5 → C5.
Let Pf be the Pfaffian on Alt4. For X ∈ Alt5 and i = 1, . . . , 5, let X(i) denote the
matrix in Alt4 which is obtained by deleting ith row and ith column from X. For
X = (xij ), Y = (yij ) ∈ Alt5, β(X, Y ) is defined by
β(X, Y ) :=


Pf(X(1) + Y (1))− Pf(X(1))− Pf(Y (1))
−(Pf(X(2) + Y (2))− Pf(X(2))− Pf(Y (2)))
Pf(X(3) + Y (3))− Pf(X(3))− Pf(Y (3))
−(Pf(X(4) + Y (4))− Pf(X(4))− Pf(Y (4)))
Pf(X(5) + Y (5))− Pf(X(5))− Pf(Y (5))


=


x23y45 − x24y35 + x25y34 + y23x45 − y24x35 + y25x34
x34y51 − x35y41 + x31y45 + y34x51 − y35x41 + y31x45
x45y12 − x41y52 + x42y51 + y45x12 − y41x52 + y42x51
x51y23 − x52y13 + x53y12 + y51x23 − y52x13 + y53x12
x12y34 − x13y24 + x14y23 + x12y34 − x13y24 + x14y23

 .
After that, for i, j, k, l, m ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, we define a polynomial [ijklm] on
Alt⊕45 by
[ijklm](X1, X2, X3, X4) := tβ(Xi,Xj )Xkβ(Xl,Xm)
for X1, X2, X3, X4 ∈ Alt5. They are 5th multilinear forms, and satisfy the following
lemmas:
Lemma 3.1 [1, Section 2,Lemma]. For all i, j, k, l, m ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, the polynomial
[ijklm] is invariant with respect to SL5, i.e.
[ijklm](AX1tA,AX2tA,AX3tA,AX4tA,AX5tA)
= [ijklm](X1, X2, X3, X4, X5)
for all A ∈ SL5.
Lemma 3.2 [1, Section 2, (4)]. If there are only one or two kinds of numbers among
{i, j, k, l, m}, then [ijklm] = 0.
Lemma 3.3 (cf. [4, Lemma 3.1]). For each i, j, k, l, m ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},
(1) [ijklm] = [jiklm], [ijklm] = [ijkml],
(2) [ijklm] = −[lmkij ],
(3) [ijklm] + [jkilm] + [kij lm] = 0,
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(4) [iiklm] = −2[kiilm],
(5) [iikli] = −[iilki] = [iklii] = −[ilkii],
(6) [iiilm] = 0, [ijkij ] = 0.
Finally in this section, we shall consider the action of GL4 on [ijklm]. GL4 is
generated by the following three types of matrices: diag(α1, α2, α3, α4), permutation
matrices, and Eε. Then we only need to think on these types.
For B ∈ GL4 and P a polynomial on Alt⊕45 , let PB denotes the polynomial such
that PB(X) = P(XtB). The actions of diagonal matrices D = diag(α1, α2, α3, α4)
and σ ∈ S4 are
[ijklm]D = αiαjαkαlαm[jiklm],
[ijklm]σ = [σ−1(i)σ−1(j)σ−1(k)σ−1(l)σ−1(m)].
Since [ijklm] is a multilinear form, the action of Eε is, for example,
[ijklm]Eε = [ijklm],
[1ijkl]Eε = [1ijkl] + ε[2ijkl],
[11ijk]Eε = [11ijk] + 2ε[12ijk] + ε2[22ijk],
[11ij1]Eε = [11ij1] + ε(2[12ij1] + [11ij2])
+ ε2(2[12ij2] + [22ij1])+ ε3[22ij2], etc.
for i, j, k, l, m ∈ {2, 3, 4}.
4. Construction of the equivariant map
Now we shall define the equivariant map  : Alt⊕45 → S2(C4) such that (X) =
(ϕst (X)) and each ϕst is like ϕst =∑ cstijklmi′j ′k′l′m′ [ijklm][i′j ′k′l′m′] in which
[ijklm][i′j ′k′l′m′](X) = [ijklm](X)[i′j ′k′l′m′](X). Then we shall explain that we
have the irreducible relative invariant in degree 40 as det(X). Furthermore, we
shall prove that  is surjection.
First, we define the polynomials ϕ11, ϕ12 as
ϕ11 = 160[31114](3[24132] − 2[21342] − 2[23412])
+ 160[41112](3[32143] − 2[34213] − 2[31423])
+ 160[21113](3[43124] − 2[41234] − 2[42314])
+ 50([11233][11244] + [11322][11344] + [11422][11433])
− 288([13241]2 + [14321]2 + [12431]2)
+ 224([13241][14321] + [14321][12431] + [12431][13241]),
ϕ12 = 400[31114][32224] − 100([21113][22344] + [21114][22433])
− 100([12223][11344] + [12224][11433])
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+ 20[11422](4[31423] − [34213] − [32143])
+ 20[11322](4[41324] − [43214] − [42134])
− 25([22144][11233] + [11244][22133])
+ 368[13241][23142]
+ 112([13241]([21342] + [23412])+ [23142]([12341] + [13421]))
+ 192([14321][23412] + [13421][24312])
− 208([14321][21342] + [12431][23412]).
We will explain how we get these polynomials in Remark 4.3. These polynomials
satisfy the following properties:
(1) If σ ∈ S4 and σ(1) = 1, then ϕσ11 = ϕ11.
(2) If σ ∈ S4 and {σ(1), σ (2)} = {1, 2}, then ϕσ12 = ϕ12.
Then we define the map  : Alt⊕45 → S2(C4) as (X) = (ϕst (X)) in which
ϕst is
ϕst =
{
ϕ
(1 s)
11 (s = t),
(ϕ
(1 s)
12 )
(2 t) (s /= t)
for s, t ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and (1 s), (2 t) ∈ S4. It is easily seen from (1), (2) that ϕst =
ϕts and ϕσst = ϕσ−1(s)σ−1(t) for all σ ∈ S4.
Lemma 4.1. For X ∈ Alt⊕45 and (A,B) ∈ SL5 × GL4,
(ρ(A,B)X) = (detB)2B(X)tB.
Proof. Let D = diag(α1, α2, α3, α4) and let A be arbitrary element of SL5. Since
ϕDst = (α1α2α3α4)2αsαtϕst for all s, t ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, and each ϕst is invariant with
respect to SL5, we have
(ρ(A,D)X) = (detD)2D(X)tD.
From the remark after the definition of ,
(ρ(A, σ )X) = (ϕσ−1(s)σ−1(t)(X)) = σ(X) tσ
for all σ ∈ S4.
The rest of the proof is to show (ρ(A,Eε)X) = Eε(X)tEε, i.e.
(i) ϕEε11 = ϕ11 + 2εϕ12 + ε2ϕ22,
(ii) ϕEε1t = ϕEεt1 = ϕ1t + εϕ2t for t = 2, 3, 4,
(iii) ϕEεst = ϕEεts = ϕst for s, t = 2, 3, 4.
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First, we have directly
ϕ
Eε
11 = ϕ11 + 2εϕ12 + ε2ϕ22, (4.1)
ϕ
Eε
22 = ϕ22, (4.2)
ϕ
Eε
33 = ϕ33, (4.3)
ϕ
Eε
13 = ϕ13 + εϕ23, (4.4)
ϕ
Eε
34 = ϕ34. (4.5)
From E2ε = E2ε and (4.1),
ϕ
E2ε
11 = ϕ11 + 4εϕ12 + 4ε2ϕ22.
Otherwise, from (4.1) and (4.2),
ϕ
E2ε
11 = ϕEε11 + 2εϕEε12 + ε2ϕEε22
= ϕ11 + 2εϕ12 + 2εϕEε12 + 2ε2ϕ22.
Therefore ϕEε12 = ϕ12 + εϕ22.
Similarly from (4.4),
ϕ
E2ε
13 = ϕ13 + 2εϕ23
= ϕ13 + εϕ23 + εϕEε23 .
Then we have ϕEε23 = ϕ23.
From (4.4) and Eε(3 4) = (3 4)Eε, we have
ϕ
Eε
14 = ϕ(Eε(3 4))13 = ϕ((3 4)Eε)13 = (ϕEε13 )(3 4) = ϕ14 + εϕ24.
Similarly from (4.3), we have ϕEε44 = ϕ44. 
To prove that  is surjection, we only need to find five points in Alt⊕45 such that
each image has rank 0, 1, 2, 3, 4.
For
X01 =


0 1 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

 ,
X02 =


0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 −1 0

 ,
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X03 =


0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
−1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0

 ,
X04 =


0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0

 ,
Y01 =


0 1 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

 ,
Y02 =


0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 −1 0

 ,
Y03 =


0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0


we have
(X01, X02, X03, X04) =


0 0 −720 0
0 −480 0 0
−720 0 0 0
0 0 0 −288

 (rank 4),
(Y01, X02, X03, X04) =


−192 0 −192 −96
0 −480 0 0
−192 0 −192 −96
−96 0 −96 −288

 (rank 3),
(Y01, Y02, X03, X04) =


−192 0 −192 −96
0 0 0 0
−192 0 −192 −96
−96 0 −96 −288

 (rank 2),
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(Y01, Y02, Y03, X04) =


−192 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 (rank 1),
(0, 0, 0, 0) = 0 (rank 0).
Therefore  is surjection and especially det(X) /= 0. This fact and Lemma 4.1
implies that det(X) is the relative invariant in degree 40.
Theorem 4.2
(i) The map  : Alt⊕45 → S2(C4) is surjection.
(ii) f (X) = det(X) is the irreducible relative invariant of the prehomogeneous
vector space (SL5 × GL4,2 ⊗ 1,Alt⊕45 ) in degree 40 corresponding to the
rational character (detB)4.
Remark 4.3. We shall explain how we get the polynomials ϕst . First we observe
that once we only define ϕ11 and ϕ12, the other polynomials are determined uniquely
so that (X) is equivariant with respect to the action of S4. Furthermore, ϕ12 will
also be determined from ϕ11 by the action of Eε (see (4.1)).
Let ϕ11 be
ϕ11 =
∑
c11ijklmi′j ′k′l′m′ [ijklm][i′j ′k′l′m′].
By considering the action of diagonal matrices for (X), we easily see that each
term is necessarily constructed by the following numbers:
{i, j, k, l, m, i′, j ′, k′, l′, m′} = {1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4}.
But from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, we need not to think on the all combinations of
the above numbers. By choosing suitable combinations and using the method of
indeterminate coefficients, we determine the polynomial ϕ11 to satisfy the equations
from (4.1) to (4.5).
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